
With over 5 years of experience as a full-stack developer, I have successfully worked on numerous complex
front-end websites and back-end web applications. My expertise lies in building web pages from designs
provided in various formats like Adobe XD, Figma, and Photoshop, utilizing HTML5, CSS3, JS, ES6, Webpack,
Babel, Grunt, SASS, ReactJS, TypeScript and Docker. I possess a solid understanding of Accessibility
Compliance, Responsive Design, SEO Optimization, and Performance Optimization, ensuring seamless user
experiences across devices while maintaining optimal search engine visibility.

Keo Strife
inkedin.com/in/keostrife/647-864-9135 keo.strife@gmail.com

Hello,

One aspect that I believe distinguishes an Intermediate/Senior Developer from a Junior Developer is their
ability to optimize code. I am passionate about crafting code that not only works but also performs optimally.
There are small little things you can do every step of the way to make your code performs faster and bug
free. For instance, in JavaScript, I actively clean up unused variables, objects, and processes by understanding
the garbage collector’s memory management. Similarly, in CSS, I leverage techniques like “contain” and
“content-visibility” to facilitate browser rendering. When dealing with MySQL, I prioritize readability and
manageability by breaking down complex queries into smaller, more manageable ones, processing the
data efficiently with PHP. Furthermore, I understand the importance of assessing server load to identify
bottlenecks, allowing for targeted optimizations. Optimization, to me, is not just a task but a source of
enjoyment, and I am thrilled to tackle it head-on.

alignment.

In addition to my technical skills, I am known for my efficient and reliable work ethic. I pay attention to detail
and consistently strive for the best results within project timelines. I take pride in my ability to quickly adapt to
new software and technologies, as evidenced by my previous roles where I underwent rapid training to meet
client requirements. Effective communication is a cornerstone of my approach, as I firmly believe in proactive
and open collaboration. I actively seek clarification when needed and confirm multiple directions to ensure

I invite you to review my portfolio, which showcases my capabilities and projects, on my LinkedIn profile. I am
seeking an opportunity where I can leverage my strengths and continue to grow both as a developer and
as a leader. Even if the position requires skills not explicitly featured in my portfolio or resume, I am more than
willing to undertake additional training and obtain relevant certifications using my own resources prior to
the start date. I am deeply motivated by learning and embracing new challenges.

Sincerely,
-Keo

For back-end development, I excel in using PHP, PDO, SQL, and NodeJS to design databases, set up
and integrate API endpoints, implement CMS platforms like SilverStripe and create OAuth2 authentication
systems from scratch. My familiarity with tools like JIRA, Bitbucket, and GIT enhances my productivity
and collaboration within development teams.

Thank you for my
to

skills and
experience align with your team’s
success

considering my application. I would welcome the opportunity to discuss how
your team’s needs. I look forward to the possibility of contributing


